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60. On the Covering Dimension

o Product Spaces

By Nobuo KIMURA
Hokkaido Gakugei University

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., April 13, 1964)

Let X and Y be normal spaces. As for the covering dimension
of the product space X Y we have known several cases for which
the following relation
dim (X Y)_<_dim X+dim Y
A
holds.
Espeeially when Y is a separable metrizable space, (A)has been
proved in each of the following eases.
(a) X is metrizable (2).
(b) X is eountably paraeompaet and normal, and Y is locally
compact ([2J).
In the present paper we shall prove (A) under the conditions
that Y is separable metrizable and XX Y is countably paracompact
and normal.
Recently E. Michael [1 has given a non-normal space XX Y
which is a product space of a hereditarily paracompact normal space
X with a separable metric space Y. This space Xx Y is not 0dimensional, nevertheless X and Y are 0-dimensional; thus (A) does
not hold.
Accordingly the normality of XX Y is indispensable.
The idea of the proof for our theorem is based on the "basic
coverings" introduced by K. Morita ([3]).
1. Henceforth Y always means a separable metrizable space.
Lemma 1. Suppose that dim Y--n and let s be an arbitrary
positive integer: then there are locally finite countable coverings
}*)={V2]a=l, 2,...} (l__</_<_s; i=1, 2,...)
satisfying the following conditions (i) and (ii).
(i) (_J!8,c.) is an open basis of Y for any l(l<=l<=s).
(ii) The order of the family {VC)li, a-l, 2,...; l gl<=s} is at
most n. (Here V,C., means VC)- V,).)
Proof. The existence of )satisfying (i) is well known (e.g.
[3_), and these may be considered as countable coverings for any i
and l, according to separability of Y. Moreover, the existence of
such c) that satisfy (ii) is assured by the shrinkability of the
covering 3,c.) and [4.
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Lemma 2. Let (al," ", ai), (ft,"’, 3s)," ", (," ", ) be n+l sets,
each of which is a finite ordered set of positive integers. Then
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Proof. According to Lemma 1 (ii)we have
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Theorem. If a produc$ space Xx Y of a space X wi$h a separable metrizable space Y is countably paracompac and normal, hen
dim (Xx Y)dim X+dim Y.
Proof. Suppose dim X= m and dim Y= n, and put s- m + n + 1.
Let F and G be arbitrarily given closed sets and open sets
respectively such that FcG (l/s).
There are open sets L and M(lls) such that

.
.

FMMLLG.
We put

,

,

N[ XX Y-- M N[ L
Then --{N N[} is an open covering of XX Y for any I.
We put
; k)- Int {I x W(,
( ) (a,,
aN (} I, 2).
(Here Int A means the interior of the subset A.)
By (1) we get imThen G(a,
; )x W(,
a)cN
mediately
; k)cG(a,,
+,; k).
G(,,
Put
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Then
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Consequently {G(,
a) x W(a,,
a) ]a,,. a; i} is a basic
covering (3) for each I.
Now, since XX Y is countably paracompact and normal, we get
a special refinement (3). That is to say, there exists a family

{F(a,,.. ., a)]a,,..., ; i} of closed sets in X such that
and that
F’(a,..., a)cG(,.. )
.,
)]a,,..., ; i} is a covering of XX Y.
{F(,,
a)x W(a,
From the relation that
.., a; 2) it follows that there are closed sets
F(a, ..., a; I) and F<(, ...,a;2) of X such that
and
; 2)
a; 1) U F’(,
F(a,. ., a)-- F(a,
F’(,,..., ; })c’(,..., ; k) (= 1, 2).
a; I)x W(a,, ..., a)) F= is reduced
The relation (G(a,
to (F(,.. ., ; )x W(,, -.., ,:))
By the assumption that dim X:m, there is a family
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of open sets in X such that F(a, ...,a;k)H(a, ...,a;k)
; k) and that
G(a,
(2) the order of {!8H(a,...,; k)]a,...,a; i; lls; k=l, 2}
is at most m.
Let us put
3 ) HI ’- U {He’d(a,, ", a; 2) x W’(a,
al,," ", },
K[ ’- U {H’(a,, "’’, a,; 1) x W’(a.
4
al,," ", ,}.
--I
And put P= H? Q’= K H( ’, P’- H
U K Q’- K U HJ ’
*)
(i2), P<’= t=l
UP and Q()= UQ.
Then we have
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XX Y= (U
P)) U (U
=1
=1

6 ) P() Q()- PJ)cG ( (j= 1, 2,...) and V() R M (
Finally we put V()-Xx Y-Q<; then we have
V( cV (.
7)
Since Q()RM()= by (6) and M ( is open, we have Q()QM ("
=, and hence F()CM()cV(.
On the other hand, since V<)=Xx Y--Q<)Xx Y--UQ)cP
t=l
i=l
(
C G we have

s)

V<" G
Since P)-P)U(P)-P}) and Q})=Q)U(Q)-Q ) we have by
(5)
(9)
Since P()

XX Y= P’U Q’U ( =I
U Q’)).
U P}’)) U =I
is open, P(’)()- by (6), and hence

Combining (7) with (9) and (10), we have
=I

On the other hand we have
-I
P;-- B(H’- U KJ’>)c(H’;U
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Now (11), (12), and (13) give us
14
V()2bQ)( U 2bH) U U 2bK),
i=l
4=i
hence we have
/=1

/=1

./=1
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Since {W)(I,..., ai)ll,’", ai} is locally finite, we have
The argument below is the same as that in [6, Lemma 2.2].
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in view of (3). Likewise
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in view of (4).
Let us put Eff(a,
; k) W()(a,
)
a; k)--H()(a,.
and E[t(a,
a; k)--H()(a,..., a; k)
a).
W()(a,
Then (14) can be expressed as
Y() {E[(a,
; i;
a; k)
a; k) E(a,
(14’)
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The right hand side of (15) is a union of sets of the form
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Now the theorem follows from (8) and (17) ([4).
2. If X is perfectly normal, then XX Y is perfectly normal ([5),
and hence countably paraeompact normal. The following Corollary
1 follows directly from the theorem.
Corollary 1. If X is a perfectly normal space and Y is separable metrizable, then
dim (X Y)dim X+dim Y.
If Y is a countable union of locally compact subsets then XX Y
is eountably paracompaet normal for any countably paracompaet
normal space X ([3), hence the following Corollary 2 follows.
Corollary 2. If X is a countably paracompact normal space
and Y is a separable metrizable space which is a countable union
of ocaly compact subsets, then
dim (X Y)dim X+dim Y.
Finally we shall show that Michael’s space defined in [1
serves as a counter example for (A).
Let X be a topological space which is obtained from the closed
unit interval [0, 1 by retopologizing it so that a set M is open if

.
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and only if M is expressed as M=GUL with an open set G in the
usual sense and with L consisting of irrationals. Then dim X-0.
To show this we may construct such an open refinement of a
given covering {U, U.,..., U} that its order is 1.
Let {p, p.,...} be the set of all rationals; then there is an interval
(2, Z) (2 and are irrational numbers in [0, 1) for any i which is
a neighborhood of p and which is contained in one of {U}. Then
{(2, ff)li=l, 2,...} is a family of open subsets of X each of which
is contained in some element of {U}.

Now

(,.., )- U [,,
is expressed as a disjoint union of finite open intervals whose end
points are irrational numbers. Accordingly

where a and fl
union.
Let us put

’=

,

,

2,... } (, ),
are irrational numbers and q, stands for a disjoint

{p

A-- X-- I, (a, fl),
t=1

then A is a subset of irrationals.
We put

re-U {(,, ,)I (,, ,) u,

for l< j, (a,, ,)C U}
l<j,
for
U{IeA,U,
xeU}.
Clearly {V, V2,..., V} is a disjoint family and it is the desired
refinement of {U1, Us,..., Uk}, and dim X--0 follows.
Let Y be a subspace of closed interval [0,1] consisting of all
irrationals. Then, as is well known, dim Y:0.
E. Michael has shown ([1]) that XX Y is not normal. Generally
any 0-dimensional space is always normal, hence XX Y is not 0dimensional, and hence
dim XX Y>dim X+dim Y.
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